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weak force was invoked to understand the trans-

mutation of a neutron in the nucleus into a proton

during the particularly slow form of radioactive

decay known as beta decay.

Since neither the weak force nor the strong force

is directly observed in the macroscopic world,

both must be very short-range relative to the more

familiar gravitational and electromagnetic forces.

Furthermore, the relative strengths of the forces

associated with all four interactions are quite dif-

ferent, as can be seen in Table 1. It is therefore not

too surprising that for a very long period these

interactions were thought to be quite separate. In

spite of this, there has always been a lingering

suspicion (and hope) that in some miraculous

fashion all four were simply manifestations of one

source or principle and could therefore be de-

scribed by a single unified field theory.



Table 1

The four basic fcmes. Differences in stretr@m smwng the 1o-” square centimeter.) The stronger the force, the larger
basic interactions are observed by comparhqg &tractdatic is the effective scattering area, or cross section, and the
cross sections and particle lifetimes. (Cress sections are shorter tie lifetime of the particle state, At 1 GeV strong
often expressed in barns beeause the cross-secthd mms ~MS tike Place 102 times faster than electromagnetic
of nuclei are of this order of magnitude one barn equals ~rocesses and 10Stimes faster than weak processes. -
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Interaction
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Coupling

Matter Fields

Gauge Fields

Conserved Quantities

THE STANDARD MODEL

Strong Electroweak

SU(3) SU(2)X U(1)

Quarks

Gluons

Coior CIsarga
Bar~cn Number
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T
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Quarks, Leptons, and Electrically

Higgs Particles Charged
Particles

W+, w-, zc’ Photon

Etee@wrr f%msber Electric
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Fig. 1. The main features of the standard model. The strong metry of the Lagrangian of the theory but not of the solu-
force and the electroweak force are each induced by a local tions to the theory. The standard model ascribes this sym-
symmetry group, SU(3) and SU(2) X U(I), respectively. metry breaking to the Higgs particles, particles that create a
These two symmetries are entirely independent of each other. nonzero weak charge in the vacuum (the lowest energy state
SU(3) symmetry (called the color symmetry) is exact and of the system). The only conserved quantity that remains
therefore predicts conservation of color charge. The SU(2) X after the symmetry breaking is electric charge.
U(1) symmetry of the electro weak theory is an exact sym-

The spectacular progress in particle phys-

ics over the pasl tcn years or so has renewed

Ibis dream: many physicists today believe

Ihal we are on the verge of uncovering the

s[ructurc of[his unified theory. The theoreti-

cal description of the s[rong. weak. and elec-

tromagnetic interactions is now considered

well established. and. amazingly enough. the

iheory shows these forces to be quite similar

despite their experimental differences. The

weak and strong forces have sources

analogous to. but more complicated than.

electric charge. and. like the electromagnetic

force. both can be described by a special type

of field theo~ called a local gauge theory.

This formulation has been so successful at

explaining all known phenomenology up to

energies of 100 GeV ( I GcV = 109 electron

volts) that it has been coined “the standard

LOSAI.AMOS SCIENCE Summer/Fall 1984

model’” and serves as the point ofdcparture

for discussing a grand unification of all

forces. including thal of gravitation.

The elements of the standard model are

summarized in Fig. 1. In this description the

basic constituents of matter are quarks and

Icptons. and {hese constituents interact with

each other through the exchange of gauge

particles (vec[or bosons). the modern

analogue of force fields. These so-called local

gauge interactions are inscribed in the lan-

guage of Lagrangian quantum field theory.

whose rich formalism contains mysteries

that escape even its most faithful practi-

tioners. Here we will introduce the central

themes and concepts that have led to [he

standard model. emphasizing how its for-

malism enables us to dcscrlbc all

phenomenology of the strong. weak. and

clcctromagnctic interactions as different

manifestations of a single symmetry prln -

ciplc. the principic of local symnlet~. AS wc

shall see. [hc standard model has man>

arbitrary parameters and leaves unanswered

a number of important questions, [t can

hardly be regarded as a thing of great

beauty—unless one keeps in mind that it

embodies a single unifying prtnciple and

therefore seems to point [he way toward a

grander unification.

For those readers who arc more

mathematically incllned. the arguments here

are complemented b} a series of lecture notes

lmmcdiatcly followlng the main text and

entitled “From Simple Field Theories to the

Standard Model.’” The IccIurc notes in-

[roducc Lagranglan formalism and stress the

symmetry principles underlying construc-

~~

—



tion of the standard model. The main

emphasis is on the classical limit of the

model, but indications of its quantum gen-

eralizations are also included.

Unification and Extension

Two central themes of physics that have

led to the present synthesis are “unification”

and “extension.” By “unification” we mean

the coherent description of phenomena that

are at first sight totally unrelated. This takes

the form of a mathematical description with

specific rules of application. A theory must

not only describe the known phenomena but

also make predictions of new ones. Almost

all theories are incomplete in that they

provide a description of phenomena only

within a specific range of parameters. Typi-

cally, a theory changes as it is extended to

explain phenomena over a larger range of

parameters, and sometimes it even

simplifies. Hence, the second theme is called

extension—and refers in particular to the

extension of theories to new length or energy

scales. It is usually extension and the result-

ing simplification that enable unification.

Perhaps the best-known example of ex-

tension and unification is Newton’s theory of

gravity (1666), which unifies the description

of ordinary-sized objects falling to earth with

that of the planets revolving around the sun.
It describes phenomena over distance scales

ranging from a few centimeters up to
1025 centimeters (galactic scales). Newton’s

theory is superseded by Einstein’s theory of

relativity only when one tries to describe

phenomena at extremely high densities

and/or velocities or relate events over cos-

mological distance and time scales.

The other outstanding example of unifica-

tion in classical physics is Maxwell’s theory

of electrodynamics, which unifies electricity
with magnetism. Coulomb (1785) had estab-

lished the famous inverse square law for the

force between electrically charged bodies,

and Biot and Savart (1820) and Amp?re

(1820-1 825) had established the law relating

the magnetic field B to the electric current as

well as the law for the force between two

electric currents. Thus it was known that

static charges give rise to an electric field

E and that moving charges give rise to a

magnetic field B. Then in 1831 Faraday dis-

covered that the field itself has a life of its

own, independent of the sources. A time-

dependent magnetic field induces an electric

field. This was the first clear hint that electric

and magnetic phenomena were manifesta-

tions of the same force field.

Until the time of Maxwell, the basic laws

of electricity and magnetism were expressed

in a variety of different mathematical forms,

all of which left the central role of the fields

obscure. One of Maxwell’s great achieve-

ments was to rewrite these laws in a single

formalism using the fields E and B as the

fundamental physical entities, whose sources

are the charge density p and the current

density J, respectively. In this formalism the

laws of electricity and magnetism are ex-

pressed as differential equations that mani-

fest a clear interrelationship between the two

fields. Nowadays they are usually written in

standard vector notation as follows.

Coulomb’s law v . E = 4zp/EQ;

Amp&-e’s law V X B = 4rcp&J;

Faraday’s law VXE+dB/N=O;

and the absence of
magnetic monopole5 V. B=O.

The parameters so and V. are determined by

measuring Coulomb’s force between two

static charges and Amp&e’s force between

two current-carrying wires, respectively.

Although these equations clearly “unite”

E with B, they are incomplete. In 1865 Max-

well realized that the above equations were

not consistent with the conservation of elec-

tric charge, which requires that

v. J+dp/dt=o,

This inconsistency can be seen from

Amp&e’s law, which in its primitive form

requires that

v. J=(47r~o)-lv .(vx B)=o.

Maxwell obtained a consistent solution by

amending Amp&e’s law to read

vxB=47cwoJ+&opo#.

With this new equation, Maxwell showed

that both E and B satisfy the wave equation.
For example,

( )V*–&o&o: E=O.

This fact led him to propose the elec-

tromagnetic theory of light. Thus, from Max-

well’s unification of electric and magnetic

phenomena emerged the concept of elec-

tromagnetic waves. Moreover, the speed c of

the electromagnetic waves, or light, is given

by (Eowo)-1/2 and is thus determined uniquely
in terms of purely static electric and magne-

tic measurements alone!

It is worth emphasizing that apart from

the crucial change in Amp&e’s law, Max-

well’s equations were well known to natural

philosophers before the advent of Maxwell!

The unification, however, became manifest

only through his masterstroke of expressing

them in terms of the “right” set of variables,

namely, the fields E and B.

Extension to Small Distance
Scales

Maxwell’s unification provides an ac-

curate description of large-scale elec-

tromagnetic phenomena such as radio
waves, current flow, and electromagnets.

This theory can also account for the effects of

a medium, provided macroscopic concepts

such as conductivity and permeability are

introduced. However, if we try to extend it to

very short distance scales, we run into

trouble; the granularity, or quantum nature,
of matter and of the field itself becomes

important, and Maxwell’s theory must be

altered.

Determining the physics appropriate to

each length scale is a crucial issue and has

been known to cause confusion (see “Funda-

mental Constants and the Rayleigh-
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10-5 cm

5x 10-6 cm

Fig. 2. The wavelength of the probe must be smaller than the scale of the structure
one wants to resolve. Viruses, which are approximately IFs centimeter in extent,
cannot be resolved with visible light, the average wavelength of which is 5 X 10_S
centimeter. However, electrons with momentum p of about 20 e V\c have de Broglie
wavelengths short enough to resolve them.

Riabouchinsky Paradox’”). For example. the

structure of the nucleus is completely irrele-

vant when dealing with macroscopic dis-

tances of. say, I centimeter. so it would be

absurd 10 try to describe the conductivity of

iron over this distance in terms of its quark

and Iep!on slructure, On the other hand. it

would be equally absurd to extrapolate

Ohm’s law to distance intervals of 10-13

centimeter to determine the flow of electric

cument. Relevant physics changes with scale!

The thrust of particle physics has been to

study the behavior of matter at shorter and

shorter distance scales in hopes of under-

standing nature at its most fundamental

level. As we probe shorter distance scales. we

encounter two types of changes in the phys-
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its, First there is the fundamental change

resul[ing from having to use quan[um me-

chanics and special relativity to describe

phenomena at very short distances. Accord-

ing to quantum mechanics. particles have

both wave and particle properties. Elec[rons

can produce interference patterns as waves

and can deposit all their energy at a point as a

particle. The wavelength k associated with

the particle of momentum p is given by the

de Broglie relation

where h IS Planck’s constant (h/2rr = h =

1.0546 X 10-~7 erg ~ second). This relation is

the basis of the often-stated fact that resolv-

ing smaller distances requires particles of

greater momentum or energy. Notice. in-

cidentally, that for sufficiently short w,ave-

Iengths. one is ,fimed to incorporate special

relativity since the corresponding particle

momentum becomes so large that Newto-

nian mechanics fails,

The marriage of quantum mechanics and

special relativity gave birth to quantum field

theory. the mathematical and physical lan-

guage used to construct theories of ~he

elementary particles. Below we will give a

brief review of its salient features, Here we

simply want to remind the reader that quan-

tum ftcld [hcory automatically Incorporates

quan[um ideas such as Hciscnbcrg’s uncer-

tainly principle and the dual wave-particle

propcflics of all of matter. as well as the

equivalence of mass and energy.

Since the wavelength of our probe de-

termines the size of the object [hat can be

studied (Fig. 2). we need extremely shorl

wavelength (high energy) probes to investi-

gate particle phenomena. To gain some

perspective. consider the fact that with vis-

ible light we can see wi[hou[ aid objects as
small as an amoeba (abou[ 10-1 ccntlmcter)

and with an optical microscope wc can open

up the world of tracleria al about 10-J cen-

timeter. This is the limiting scale of Iigh!

probes because wavelengths in the visible

spectrum arc on ~he order of 5 X 10-S cen-

timeter.

To resolve even smaller objects we can

exploit the wave-like aspects of energel)c

particles as M done in an electron mlcro-

scope. For example, with ‘“high-energy” elec-

trons (E ~ 20 eV) we can view the world of

viruses at a length scale of about 10-S cen-

timeter. With even higher energy electrons

we can see individual molecules (about 10-7

centimeter) and atoms ( 10-8 centimeter). To

probe down to nuclear ( 10-l? centimeter)

and subnuclear scales. we need the particles

available from high-energy accelerators. To-

day’s higbesl energy accelerators produce

100-GeV particles. which probe distance

scales as small as I 0-16 centimeter,

This brings us to the second type of change
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in appropriate physics wi[h change in scale.

namely. changes in the forces themselves.

Down to distances of approximately 10-’2

centimeter. electromagnetism is the domi-

nant force among the elementary particles.

However. at this distance the strong force.

heretofore absent. suddenly comes into play

and completely dominates the interparticle

dynamics. The weak force, on the other

hand. is presenl at all scales bul only as a

small effect. At Ihe shortes[ distances being

probed by presen[-day accelerators, the weak

and electromagnetic forces become com-

parable In strength bul remain several orders

of magnitude weaker than the strong force. It

is at [his scale however, that the fundamental

similarity of all three forces begins to emerge,

Thus. as the scale changes, nol only does

each force itself change. but its relationship

to the other forces undergoes a remarkable

evolution. In our modern way of thinking.

which has come from an understanding of

the renormalization. or scaling. properties of

quantum field theory. these changes in phys-

ics are in some ways analogous to the

paradigm of phase transitions. To a young

and naive child. ice. waler, and steam appear

to be quile different entities. yet rudimentary

observations quickly leach that they are dif-

ferent manifestations of the same stuff, each

associated with a different temperature scale.

The modern lesson from renormalization

group analysis. as discussed In “Scale and

Dimension—From Animals to Quarks,”” is

that the physics of the weak. electromagnetic,

and strong forces may well represent dif-

ferent aspects of Ihe same unified interac-

tion. This is the philosophy behind grand

unified theories of all the interactions.

Quantum Electrodynamics and
Field Theory

Let us now relurn to the subjecl of elec-

Iromagnelism al small distances and de-

scribe quantum electrodynamics (QED). the

relativistic quantum field theory. developed

in the 1930s and 1940s. ~hat extends Max-

well’s theory 10 atomic scales. We emphasize

that the s{andard model is a generalization of

B
y W% d@ @@g&e esaergystates yielded for the electron by Dirac’s relativistic
qtsaztttmt thawy of }92% had been interpreted, not as states of the proton
(D%& ititiai tbugirt), but as states of a particle with the same mass as the

&$etrzm but oppesite eketric charge. Such a particle was found by chance in 1932
among the profkwts of cosmic-ray collisions with nuclei. Searches for the antiproton
(or negative proton) in the same environment proved unsuccessful, and physicists
began ccmaiderktII its pt’odrxtion by bombarding nuclei with energetic protons fmrn an
accelerator. Since ekwtric charge and baryon number must be conserved in strong
interactions, the production process involves creation of a proton-antiproton paic

p+p(orn) -(p+~)+p+p(or n).

This reaction has a threshold of approximately 5.7 GeV for the kinetic energy of the
incident protoa.

The Berkeley Bevatron was designed with antiproton production in mind, and this
6-GeV synchrotrons ettabled O. Chamberlain, E. Segr&, C. Wiegand, and T. Ypsilanti
to make the first ksboratmy obsewtttion of tkteantiproton in 1955. Their identification
methcid invoked wrt%g cwt, from among the many products of the proton-nucleon
coflision$, negatively cWged particles ofa certain momentum with a bending magnet
and further sorting out patlicles of the appropriate velocity, and hence mass, with two
scintillation detectors spaced a known distance apart. Discovery of the antiproton
strongly supported the idea that for every particle there exists an antiparticle with the
same mass but opposite values of electric charge or other quantum propemies. ■

this first and most successful quantum Ilcld

theory.

In quantum field theory every particle has

associated with it a mathematical operator.

called a quantum field. that carries the par-

ticle’s characteristic quantum numbers.

Probably the most familiar quantum number

is spin. which corresponds to an intrinsic
angular momentum. In classical mechanics
angular momentum is a continuous variable.
whereas in quantum mechanics it is restrict-
ed 10multiples of ‘hwhen measured in units

of h. Particles with lt~-integral spin ( I/2, 3/2.

5/2, ...) are called fcrmions: particles with

in~cgral spin (O. 1.2, 3. ... ) arc called bosons.

Since no IWO identical fermions can occupy

the same position at the same time (the

famous Pauli exclusion principle). a collcc.

tion of identical fermions must necessarily

lake up some space. This special property of

fcrmions makes it natural to associalc them

with matter, Flosons. on the other hand. can

crowd togclher at a point In space-time to

form a classical field and are naturall) re-

garded as the mediators of forces.

[n the quantized version of Maxwell’s the-
ory. the electromagnetic field (usually in Ihe
guise of the vector potential .4P) is a boson

field [hat carries the quantum numbers of the

photon. namely. mass VI = O. spin .s= 1. and

elcctrlc charge Q = O. This quantized field. b>

the very nature of the mathematics. auto-

matically manifests dual wave-particle

properties. Electrically charged particles.
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such as electrons and posi[rons. are also rep-

mMied $wwa

Coutomb’s Law

e2 1
V= —-a+

4Tr r

Quantum Pictura

Electron

Fig. 3. (a) The force between two electrons is described classically by Coulomb’s
law. Each electron creates a force field (shown as lines emanating from the charge
(e) that is felt by the other electron. The potential energy V is the energy needed to
bring the two electrons to within a distance r of each other. (b) In quantum field
theory two electrons feel each other’s presence by exchanging virtual photons, or
virtual particles of light. Photons are the quanta of the electromagnetic field. The
Feynman diagram above represents the (lowest order, see Fig. 5) interaction
bet ween two e[ectrons (straight lines) through the exchange of a virtual photon
(wavy line).
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resented by fields, and, as in the classical

theory. they interact with each other through

the electromagnetic field, In QED. however.

the interaction takes place via an exchange of

photons. Two electrons “feel” each other”s

presence by passing pho\ons back and fonh

between them. Figure 3 pictures the interac-

tion with a “’Fcynman diagram’”: the straight

lines represen{ charged particles and the

wavy line represents a phoion. (In QED such

diagrams correspond 10 [erms In a

perturbative expanston for the scattering be-

[ween charged particles (see Fig. 5).

Similarly, most Feynman diagrams in this

issue represent IOWCSIorder contributions to

the particle rcactlons shown. )

These exchanged pholons are rather

special. ,4 real photon. say In the light by

which you see. must be massless since only a

massless particle can move al the speed of

light. On the other hand. consider Ihe lefl-

hand vertex of Fig. 3. where a photon is

emitted by an electron; it is not ditlicult to

convince oneself that if the photon is mass-

Iess. energy and momentum are not con-

scrvcd! This IS no sin in quantum mechanics.

however. as Hciscnberg”s unccrlalnty prin-

CIPIC permits such vmlations prnvldcd the!

occur over sullicicrrlly small space-time )n -

tervals. Such is the case here: the violatlng

photon is absorbed at the right-hand vertex

by ano{her clcc[ron in such a way that. over-

all. energy and momentum arc conscr~cd.

The exchanged photon IS “alive” only for a
period concomitant with the constrains of

the uncertainty principle. Such photons are

referred to as virlual photons 10 distlngu]sh

Ihem from real ones. which can. of course.
live forever,

The uncertainty principle permits all sorts

of virtual processes that momentarily violate

energy-momentum conservation. .4s il-

lustrated in Fig. 4, a virtual photon being

exchanged belween IWO electrons can. for a

very shorl time, turn into a vinual electron-

positron pair. This conversion ofcnergy inlo

mass M allowed by the famous cqualion of

special rclaliw[y. E = ~m’~. In a similar

fashion almost anything that can happen hi//
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happen. given a sufflciendy small space-time

interval, It is the countless multitude of such

virtual processes that makes quantum field

theory so rich and so difllcult.

Given [he immense complexity of the the-

ory. one wonders how any reliable calcula-

tion can ever be made, The saving grace of

quantum electrodynamics. which has made

its predictions the most accurate in all of

physics. is the smallness of the coupling be-

tween the electrons and the photons. The

coupling strength at each vertex where an

electron spews out a virtual photon isjust the

electronic charge e. and. since the virtual

photon musl be absorbed by some other

electron. which also has charge e, ~he

probability for this virtual process is ofmag-

nitude e~. The corresponding dImmt.smn/es.s

parameter that occurs naturally in this theory

is denoted by a and defined as c2/4xh c, II is

approximately equal to l/137. The

probabilities of more complicated virtual

processes involving many virtual particles

are proportional to higher powers of a and

are therefore very much smaller relative to

the probabilities for simpler ones. Put

slightly differently. the smallness of a implies

that perturbation theory is applicable, and

we can control [he level of accuracy of our

calculations by including higher and higher

order virtual processes (Fig. 5). [n fact, quan-

tum electrodynamics calculations of certain

atomic and electronic properties agree with

experiment 10 within one part in a billion.

As we will elabora[e on below. the quan-

tum field theories of the electroweak and the

strong interactions that compose Ihe stan-

dard model bear many resemblances to

quantum electrodynamics. Not [00 surpris-

ingly. the coupling slrength of the weak inter-

aclton is also small (and in fact remains small

at all energy or distance scales). so perturba-

tion theory is always valid. However, the

analogue ofa for the slrong interaction is not

always small. and in many calculations

Perturbation theory is inadequate. Only at

the high energies above I GeV. where Ihe

[heory IS said to be asymptotically free. is the

analogue ofa so small thal perturbation the-

ory is valid. At low and moderate energies

30
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Fig. 4.A virtua[photon being exchanged between t wo electrons can, for a very short
time, turn into a virtual electron-positron (e+ -e’) pair. This virtual process is one
of many that contribute to the electromagnetic interaction between electrically
charged particles (see Fig. 5).

(for example, those that determine (he

properties of protons and neutrons) the

strong-interaction coupling strength is large.

and analytic techniques beyond perturbation

theory are necessary. So far such techniques

have not been very successful. and one has

had to resort 10 the nasty business of numeri-

cal simulations!

As discussed at the end of the previous

section. these changes in coupling strengths

with changes in scale are [he origin of the

changes in the forces thal might lead to a

unified theory. For an example see Fig. 3 in

“Toward a Unified Theory.”’

Symmetries

one cannot discuss the standard model

without introducing the concept of sym-

metry, It has played a central role in classify-

ing the known particle states (the ground

states of 200 or so particles plus excited

states) and in predicting new ones. Just as the

chemical elements fall into groups in the

periodic table. the particles fall into mul\i-

plcts characterized by similar quantum

numbers. However, [he use of symmetry In

particle physics goes WCII beyond mere

classification. In the construction of the stan-

dard model. [he special kind of symmet~

known as local symmet~ has become (hc

guiding dynamical principle: ils aesthetic ln-

flucnce in the search for unification IS renl -

inlscent of the qucs[ for beaut> among the

ancient {;rccks. Before wc can discuss this

dynamical principle. we mus~ first rcvlcw the

general conccpl of symmet~ in particle

physics.

In addition to electric charge and mass.

particles are characterized by other quantum

numbers such as spin, isospin. strangeness.

color. and so forth. These quan[um numbers

reflect the symmetries of physical laws and

arc used as a basis for classification and.

ultimately. unification,

Although quantum numbers such as spin

and isospin are typically the distinguishing

features ofa particle. it is probably less well

known that the mass of a particle IS some-

times Its only distinguishing feature. For ex-

ample. a muon (p) is distinguished from an

electron (c) only because Its mass is 200

times greater that thal of the electron. [n-

deed. w%cn the muon was discovered In

1938. Rabi was reputed [o have made the

remark. “Who ordered lhar?”’ ,And the tau
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Electron Scetterirsg

(Interaction )2 a a

e

(lnteraction}4 = of2

e

e
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where Jo = p

Fig. 5. As shown above, the basic inter-
action vertex of quantum elec-
trodynamics is an electron current Jp
interacting with the electromagnetic

field A,. Because the coupling strength
a is small, the amplitude for processes
involving such interactions can be ap-
proximated by a perturbation ex-
pansion on a free field theory. The
terms in such an expansion, shown at
left for electron scattering, are propor-
tional to various powers of a. The larg-
est contribution to the electron-scatter-
ing amplitude is proportional to a and
is represented by a Feynmann diagram
in which the interaction vertex appears
twice. Successively smaller contribu-
tions arise from terms proportional to
az with four interaction vertices, from
terms proportional to aj with six inter-
action vertices, and so on.

(~).discovered in 1973, is 3500 times heavier

than an electron yet again identical (o the

electron in other respects. One of the greal

unsolved mysteries of particle physics is the

origin of this apparent hierarchy of mass

among these Ieplons. (A Iepton is a funda-

mental fcrmion that has no strong interac-

tions, ) Arc there even more such particles? [s

Ihcre a reason why the mass hierarchy among

Ihe Ieptons is paralleled (as we will describe

below) by a similar hierarchy among the

quarks? It is believed that when we under-

stand the origin of fcrmion masses. wc will

also understand the origin of CP violalion in

na[urc (see box). These questions are fre-

quently called the family problcm and are

dlscusscd in the ar[iclc by Goldman and

N]cto,

Groups and Group Multiples. Whether or
not the similarity among c. V.and r reflects a
fundamental symmetry of nature is nol

known. However. we will present several

possibilities for this family symmetry to in-

troduce the language of groups and the

significance of internal symmetries,

Consider a world in which ~he three lep-

Ions have the same mass. In this world atoms

with muons or [aus replacing eleclrons

would be indisllnguishablc: the> would ha\ e

identical electromagnetic absorption or

emission bands and would form identical

elements. We would say that this world is

invarian( under ihc interchange of electrons.

muons, and [aus. and we would call this

invariance a .sj,m~ncrrj @naII(rc. In the real

world ~hese particles don’t have the same

mass: therefore our hypothetical syrnme~p.

ifi[ exis[s. is broken and wc can distinguish a

muonic atom from. say. its electronic

counterpart.

We can describe our hypothetical in-

variance or family symmetn among Ihe

three Ieptons by a set of symmetry operations

that form a mathematical conslruct called a

grm{p. One property of a group is Ihal any

two symmetry operations performed In suc-

cession also corresponds to a s>mmc[r}

opcra[lon in that group. For example. rcplac-

Ingan electron with a muon. and lben replac-

ing a muon with a [au can bc dctined as IWO

dl.$[’rcfc symmetry operations that when

performed in succession are equivalent 10

the discrete symmetry operation of replacing

an eleclron with a tau. Another group prop-

erty is thal every operation must have an

inverse. The Inverse of replacing an electron

with a muon ]s replacing a muon wi[h an

electron. This set of discrete operations on

c. p. and ~ forms the discrete .sIx-element

group X; (wi[h n standing for permutation),

in this Ianguagc c. p, and ~ arc called a

mul!ipl(y or rpprescvrtut(on of X3 and are said

to transform as a triplet under rrl.

Anolher possibility is that [he particles c.

p. and r ~ransform as a triple{ under a group

of c(m//nufm\ symmetry opcra[ions. Con-

sldcr Fig. 6. wbcrc c. p. and ~ are reprcscntcd

as three orthogonal vectors In an abs[rac[
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(a)

three-dimensional space. The set ofcontinu-

ous rotatmns of the three vectors about ~hrcc

lndcpcndcn[ axes cornposcs lhc group

known as Ihc Ihrcc-dinlenslonal rota[ion

group and denoted by S0(3), AS shown in

Fig. 6, S0(3) has three independent trans-

formatmns. which arc represented by or-

~hogonal 3 X 3 matrices. (Note thal nj is a

subsel of S0(3). )

Suppose that S0(3) were an unbroken

family symmmry of nature and c. p. and ~

Iransformcd as a [riplet under Ibis sym-

mcln, How would ii bc revealed experimcn-

tall!’? The S0(3) s}mmctry would add an

cxlra dcgrcc of freedom 10 the stales thal

could be formed by c. V. and I. For example.

lhc spatially symmc[rlc ground slate of

hcllum. which ordinarily musl be anlisym-

mctrlc under the interchange of [hc IWO elcc-

Iron spins. could now be an{isymmetric

under [hc interchange of either the spin or

!hc famll! quantum number of Ihc two lep-

tons. [n particular. the ground state would

have three diflercnt antisymmetric con-

tiguralions and the [hrecfold degeneracy

might bc split by spin-spin interactions

among the Icptons and by any S0(3) sym-

metric interaction. Thus the ground slate of

known helium would probabl~ be replaced

by sets ofdcgencratc Icvcls with small hyper-

tine encrg> splllllngs,

In partlclc physics we are alwa}s interested

in the Iargcst group of operations that Icavcs

all properties ofa syslcm unchanged. Since c.

p. and T are described by complex fields. the

largest group ofopcratlons thal could act on

this Iriplet is 1J(3) (the group of all unitary 3

X 3 matrices (“satisfying L“’L’= l), Another

posslbiii[} is S(1(3). a subgroup of (I(3) satis-

fyingthcaddiilonal constrain~ that dct [’= 1.

This list of symmetries that may be

reflected In the similarity oft. p. and T is nol

mhaustl\c, W’c could ln&okcagroupofsym -

mct~ operations that ac~s on any subset of

[he three partlclcs. such as S~J(?) ({he group

of 2 X 2 unlta~ ma[rices with det (’ = 1)

acltng. say. on {’and p as a doublcl and on ~

as a single(, Any one of these posslb}llties

may bc rcaiizcd in nature. and each possibil-

il} has dilkrcnl cxpcmmcntally observable
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Fig, 6. (a) The three leptons e, W, and ~ are represented as three orthogonal vectors
in an abstract three-dimensional space. (b) The set of rotations about the three
orthogonal axes defines SO(3), the three-dimensional rotation group. SO(3) has
three charges (or generators) associated with the infinitesimal transformations
a60ut the three independent axes. These generators ha ve she same Lie algebra as the
generators of the group SW(2), as discussed in Lecture Note 4 following this article,
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consequences. However. the known dif- brokcn by a small amount) and thus also Iron and the proton in strong lnteracllons.

ferences in [hc masses of c. p. and ~ imply provides useful prcdic[ions, which is described by the group known as

that uni symrnmn used m describe Ihe Our hypothetical broken symmc~ry s[rong-isospln S[J(2). The neutron and

slmilarlt> among [hem IS a broken sym - among e. p, and ~ is bu[ one example of an proton transform as a doublel under this

mc{~. Still. a broken symmelry will retatn approximate in(crna/ global symme[ry, An- symmclry and the three p}ons transform as a

traces oflts consequences (if [he symmclry is other is tbe symmetry between. say. the neu- triple{. We will discuss below the classlfica-

CP Violation

T
he faith of physicists in symmetries of
nature, so shaken by the observation
of parity violation in 1956, was soon

restored by invocation of a new symmetry
principle-CP conservation-to interpret
parity-violating processes. This principle
states that a process is indistinguishable from
its mirror image provided all particles in the
mirror image are replaced by their antiparti-
cles. Alas, in 1964 this principle also was
shattered with the results of an experiment
on the deeay of neutral kaons.

According to the classic analysis of M.
GelI-Mann and A. Pais, neutral kaons exist
in two forms Kg, with an even CP eigen-
value and decaying with a relatively short
lifetime of 10-10 second into two pions, and
Kf’, with an odd CP eigenvalue and decaying
with a lifetime of about 5 X 10–8seeond into
three pions. CP conservation prohibited the
deeay of the longer lived K: into two pions.
But in an experiment at Brookhaven, J.
Christenson, J. Cronin, V. Fitch, and R.
Turlay found that about 1 in 500 KY mesons
decays into two pions. This first observation

of CP violation has been confirmed in many
other experiments on the neutral kaon sys-
tem, but to date no other CP-violating effects
have been found. The underlying mecha-
nism of CP violation remains 10 be under-
stood, and an implication of the phenome-
non, the breakdown of time-reversal in-
variance (which is necessary to maintain
CPT conservation), remains to be ob-
served. ■

20

10

0
0.9996 0.9998 1.0000

cos e

Evidence for the CP-violating decay of Kg into two pimw. Here the number
of events in which tke ivtearbt mass (m*) s#dve decay products was in close
proximity to the mass oftfie new$rai katm is plotted versus the cosine of the
angle 0 between tie K! beiwn and tk vec$or sum of the momenta of the
decay products. TkpeaA in the nwber of events at cos 0 z 1 (indicative of
t we-body decay~) cd t@y k explaked as t& decay of K! into two pions
with a brtmcltisg Mie ofaikmt 2 X 10-~. (A@@ezffmrn “Evidence for the
2rt Decay of the K: Meson “by J. H. Christenson, J. W. Cronin, V. L. Fitch,
and R. Tur[ay, Physical Review Letters 13(1964) :138.)
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tion of strongly interacting particles into

multiples of SU(3), a scheme that combines

strong isospin with the quantum number

called strangeness, or strong hypercharge.

(For a more complete discussion of continu-

ous symmetries and internal global sym-

metries such as SU(2), see Lecture Notes 2

and 4.)

Exact, or unbroken, symmetries also play

a fundamental role in the construction of

theories: exact rotational invariance leads to

the exact conservation of angular momen-

tum, and exact translational invariance in

space-time leads to the exact conservation of

energy and momentum. We will now discuss

how the exact phase invariance of elec-

trodynamics leads to the exact conservation

of electric charge.

Global U(l) Invariance and Conservation
Laws. In quantum field theory the dynamics

of a system are encoded in a function of the

fields called a Lagrangian, which is related to

the energy of the system. The Lagrangian is

the most convenient means for studying the

symmetries of the theory because it is usually

a simple task to check if the Lagrangian

remains unchanged under particular sym-

metry operations.

An electron is described in quantum field

theory by a complex field,

Yelec7r0n = (W1 + W2)l@,

and a positron is described by the complex

conjugate of that field,

Vposilron = (W1 – W2)/fi.

Although the real fields VI and yJ2 are

separately each able to describe a spin-~z

particle, the two together are necessary to

describe a particle with electric charge.*

The Lagrangian of quantum elec-

trodynamics is unchanged by the continuous

operation of multiplying the electron field by

*The rea[ fields y~ and q~ are fore--component
Majoranafields that together makeup the standard
four-component complex Dirac spinorfield.

34

an arbitrary phase, that is, by the transfor-

mation

V- eiAQv,

where A is an arbitary real number and Q is

the electric charge operator associated with

the field. The eigenvalue of Q is –1 for an

electron and + 1 for a positron. This set of

phase transformations forms the global sym-

metry group U(1) (the set of unitary 1 X 1

matrices). In QED this symmetry is un-

broken, and electric charge is a conserved

quantum number of the system.

There are other global U(1) symmetries

relevant in particle physics, and each one

implies a conserved quantum number. For

example, baryon number conservation is as-

sociated with a U(1) phase rotation of all

baryon fields by an amount ~AB, where B = 1

for protons and neutrons, B = % for quarks,

and B = O for leptons. Analogously, electron

number is conserved if the field of the elec-

tron neutrino is assigned the same electron

number as the field of the electron and all

other fields are assigned an electron number

of zero. The same holds true for muon num-

ber and tau number. Thus a global U(1)

phase symmetry seems to operate on each

type of lepton. (Possible violation of muon-

number conservation is discussed in “Ex-

periments To Test Unification Schemes.”)

The Principle of Local Symmetry

We are now ready to distinguish a global

phase symmetry from a local one and exam-

ine the dynamical consequences that emerge

from the Iatter. Figure 7 illustrates what hap-

pens to the electron field under the global

phase transformation v + e’AQ~. For con-

venience, space-time is represented by a set

of discrete points labeled by the index j. The

phase of the electron field at each point is

represented by an arrow that rotates about

the point, and the kinetic energy of the field

is represented by springs connecting the ar-

rows at different space-time points. A g/oba/

U(1) transformation rotates every two-di-

mensional vector by the same arbitrary angle

A: Elj~ Oj + QA, where Q is the electric

charge. In order for the Lagrangian to be

invariant under this global phase rotation, it

is clearly sufficient for it to be a function only
of the phase differences (0, — 9j). Both the free

electron terms and the interaction terms in

the QED Lagrangian are invariant under this

continuous global symmetry.

A local U(1) transformation, in contrast,

rotates every two-dimensional vector by a

diflerent angle A} This local transformation,

unlike its global counterpart, does not leave

the Lagrangian of the free electron invariant.

As represented in Fig. 7 by the stretching and

compressing of the springs, the kinetic

energy of the electron changes under local

phase transformations. Nevertheless, the full
Lagrangian of quantum electrodynamics is

invariant under these local U(1) transforma-

tions. The electromagnetic field (Ay)

precisely compensates for the local phase

rotation and the Lagrangian is left invariant.

This is represented in Fig. 7 by restoring the

stretched and compressed springs to their
initial tension. Thus, the kinetic energy of the

electron (the energy stored in the springs) is

the same before and after the local phase

transformation.

In our discrete notation, the full La-

Fig. 7. Global versus localphase transformations. The arrows represent the phases
of an electron field at four discrete points labeled by j = 1, 2, 3, and 4. The springs
represent the kinetic energy of the electrons. A global phase transformation does
not change the tension in the springs and therefore costs no energy. A local phase
transformation without gauge interactions stretches and compresses the springs
and thus does cost energy. However introduction of the gauge field (represented by
the white haze) exactly compensates for the local phase transformation of the
electron field and the springs return to their original tension so that local phase
transformations with gauge interactions do not cost energy.
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Phase of the Electron Field

j=l
j=z j=s

j=d

Giobal Phasa

~

*(j) _+eiaA 4(1) Q*s +~
Trartsformetion 19j~Oj+QA Q=+l

, +A
—.~,Jh_J (liJ

1 iCIA.
Local Phase $(j)~e 1 J(j)

Transformation
19j~6j+QAj Q=+l

Gauge Field
Compensates for

Local Phase
Transformation 1Ajk+Ak-Aj+Ak

A ,2= A2– A1
A23 = A3 - A2 %4 ‘A4– A3
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grangian is a function ofe, – 8L + A,kQ and is

invariant under the simultaneous trans.

formations

0,- 0,+ QA, and .4,A -- .l,k – A,+ AL

The matrix with elements .-i,L is [he discrete

space-time analogue of the electromagnetic

potenlial defined on the Ilnks between the

points k and j. Thus. if one starts with a

theory of free electrons with no interactions

and demands thal the physics remain in-

varlanl under local phase transformation of

the eleclron fields. then one induces the stan-

dard electromagnetic interactions between

!he electron current JP and photon field .4P.

as shown tn Figs. 5 and 8, From this point of

view, Maxwell’s equations can be viewed as a

corrsquencc of the local U( 1) phase in-

variance. Although this local invariance was

originally viewed as a curiosity of QED, it is
now viewed as the guiding principle for con-

structing field [heories. The invariance is

usually termed .qaugr Inrurlancr. and the

photon IS referred to as a gauge particle since

i[ mediates the U( 1) gauge interaction. II is

worth emphasizing that local U( I ) in-
variance implies thal the photon is massless

because the term lha~ would describe a

massive photon is trm ilself invarlan[ under

local U(I) transformations.

The local gauge invariance of QED is the

prototype for theories of both the weak and

the strong interactions. Obviously, since

neither of these is a long-range interaction,

some additional features must be at work to

account for their different properties. Before

turning to a discussion of these features, we

swess tha( in theories based on local gauge

invariance, currents always play an impor-

tant role. In classical electromagnetism the

fundamental interaction takes place between

the vector potential and the electron current:

this is reflected in quantum electrodynamics

by Feynman diagrams: the virtual photon

(the gauge field) ties into the current

produced by the moving electron (see Fig. 8).

.4s will become clear below. a similar situ-

ation exis[s In the strong interaction and.

more Important. In the weak interaction.

U{ 1 ) Local Symmetry of QED

U(I)

1 Group Electric
Gensrator

~d3xJ0 = O ~harW

\

Ap

u

1Massless
Gauge Field
(the photon)

Electromagnetic

Interaction

/

Fiktrtssa
\

e (ehctric Photon Field

C3smwst charge)

Fig. 8. The U(1) local symmetry of QED implies the existence ofa gauge field to
compensate for the local phase transformation of the electrically charged matter
fields. The generator of the U(1) local phase transformation is Q, the electric
charge operator defined in thejigure in terms of the current density J 0, The gauge
field Ap interacts with the electrically charged matter fields through the current J‘.
The coupling strength is e, the charge of the electron.

The Strong Interaction about 10-’z centimeter across, .4s alread)

emphasized, the force that binds the protons

and neutrons together to form the nucleus is

In an atom electrons are bound to the much stronger and considerably shorter ]n

nucleus by the Coulomb force and occupy a range than the electromagnetic force, Lep-

region about 10-8 centimeter in extent, The Ions do not feel this strong force: particles

nucleus itself IS a tightly bound collection of tha[ do participate in the slrong Interact Ions

protons and neutrons confined to a region are called hadrons,
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I
n 1961 M. Gell-Mann and in-

dependently Y. Ne’eman proposed a sys-

tem for classifying the roughly one hun-
dred baryons and mesons known at the time.
This “Eightfold Way” was based on the
SU(3) group, which has eight independent
symmetry operations. According to this sys-
tem, hadrons with the same baryon number,
spin angular momentum, and parity and
with electric charge, strangeness (or hyper-
charge),’ isotopic spin, and mass related by
certain rules were grouped into large mtdti-
ple[s encompassing the already established
isospin multiples, such as the neutron and
proton doublet or the negative, neutral, and
positive pion triplet. Most of the known
hadrons fit quite neatly into octets. However,
the decuplet partly tilled by the quartet of A
baryons and the triplet of ~ 1385) baryons
lacked three members. Discovery of the
E( 1520) doublet was announced in 1962, and
these baryons satisfied the criteria for mem-

bership in the decuplet. This partial con-

firmation of the Eightfold Way motivated a
search at Brookhaven for the remaining
member, already named Q– and predicted to
be stable against strong and electromagnetic
interactions, decaying (relatively slowly) by
the weak interaction. Other properties
predicted for this particle were a baryon
number of 1, a spin angular momentum of
3/2. positive parity, negative electric charge, a
strangeness of–3, an isotopic spin of O,and a
mass of about 1676 MeV.

A beam of 5-GeV negative kaons
produced at the AGS was directed into a
liquid-hydrogen bubble chamber, where the
Q- was to be produced by reaction of the
kaons with protons. The tracks of the decay
products of the new particle were then sought
in the bubble-chamber photographs. In early

t%4 a catsdk%meevent was bmd for decay Analysis of the tracks for these two events
of an Q- him ti %- wtd a @, osw of three confirmed the predicted mass and strange-
possible decay modes. Within several weeks, ness, and further studies confirmed the
by coincidence and good t%~ste, another fZ- predicted spin and parity. Discovery of the
was found, this time decaying into a AOand a Cl- established the Eightfold Way as a viable
K-, fhe mode now known to be. dominant. description of hadronic states. ■

1.y
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I @O
\l
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The S2- waxfirst detswteri in t%ebubble-chamber photograph reproduced above.
A K- entered the lkbiiie chamber from the httom (track 1) ad coi~ided with a
proton. The coEisiort pwdssd an Q- (track 3), a K+ (track 2), and a It”, which,
being neutra~ k$l no track and must have decayed outside the bubble chamber.
The ~- dtwayed into a z- (track 4) and a 2°. The 5° in turn decayed into a A“
and a no. The A“ dwqyed into a x- (tmck 5) and a prvton (track 6), and the d
ve~ quick@ decayed@@ tw###snwna rays, one Ofwhich (track 7) created an e–-
e+pair within t8e @#M &tMhw. (Photo courtesy of the Niels Bohr Library of
the American Instit@e of Physics and 13rookhaven National Laboratory.)
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Table of “Elementary Particles”

BARYONS

The mystery of the strong force and the

structure of nuclei seemed very intractable as

little as fif~een years ago. Studying the rele-

vant distance scales requires machines that

can accelerate protons or electrons 10

energies of 1 GeV and beyond. Experiments

with less energetic probes during the 1950s

revealed Iwo very interes~ing facts. First. the

slrong force dots not distinguish between

protons and neutrons. (In more technical

language. the proton and the neutron trans-

form into each other under isospln rotalions.

and the Lagranglan of [he strong interaction

IS invariant under these rotations. ) Second.

the structure of protons and neutrons is as

rich as \ha[ of nuclei. Furthermore. man>

new hadmns were dlscovcrcd that were ap-

parentl) just as “elementary” as prolons and

neutrons.

The table of “elementary panlclcs”’ in the

mld-1960s displayed much of the same com -

plext{y and symmetry as the Periodic table of

the elements. In 1961 both GelI-Mann and

Ne’eman proposed that all hadrons could be

classified In multiples of the symmetry

group callcd SU(3). The great triumph of~hls

proposal was the prediction and subsequent

dlscover~ ofa new hadrcm. the omega minus.

This hadron was needed to fill a vacant space

in onc of the SIJ(3) multlplets (Fig. 9).

In spite of the SLJ(3) classification scheme.

Ihc helwf that all of these so-called elemen-

tary partlclcs were trul~ elcmcntar> bccamc

more and more untenable. The most con-

tradtc[ory c~ldcnce was the iini~e size of

hadrons (about 10-11 ccntimcter). which

drastlcall> contrasted with the point-like

nature of the Ieptons. JUSI as the periodic

table was eventually explained in terms of a

fcw basic building blocks. so the hadronic

zoo was cven[ually tamed by postulating the

cxlstcncc of a small number of “truly

elementary point-like panicles”’ called

quarks. In 1963 Gcll-Mann and. ln -

dependently. Zwcig realized thal all hadrons

could bc constructed from three spin-ih fer-

miens. (JcsignaIed u. d. and .s(up. down. and

strange). The S[J(3) symmetry that man]-

fcstcd ]tsclfin (he table of ’’clcrncntary partl-

CICS’”arose from an Invariance of the La-

Spin–1/2 Octet

1
f’i(udd)

Yo “

–1 I
–1 –1/2 o 1/2 1

13

Strong
lsos~in

1/2

o
1

1/2

o

[\/

*O
~*Gds) ●x (uds) 2?$-ss)

Y

-1 E*FSS) =*;USS)

–2 1 I

1

1/2

o

Mass

939

A(l?l Ei)

X(1193)

E(1348)

A(1232)

s’(1385)

-*(1530)=

s2(1672)
–312 –1 –1/2 O 1/2 1 3/2

13

Fig. 9. The Eightfold Way classified the hadrons into multiples of the
symmetqy group SU(3). Particles of each SU(3) multiplet that lie on a
horizontal line fwm stroag-isospin (SU(2)) multipfets. Each particle is
plotted according to tfie quantum numbers Ij (the third component of strong
isospia) and sttwng kyperchage Y (Y= S + B, where S is strangeness and B is
baryon number]. These quantum numbers correspond to the two diagonal
generators of SU(3). The quantum numbers of each particle are easily
understood in terms of its fundamental quark constituents. Baryons contain
three quarks and mesons contain quark-antiquark pairs. Baryons in the spin-
3/2 decuplet are obtained fmm baryons in the spin-% octet by changing the
spin and SU(3) flavor quantum numbers of the three quark wave functions.
For example, the three quarks that compose the neutron in the spin-VI octet can
reorient their spins to form the A“ in the spin-3/2 decuplet. Similar changes in
the meson quark-antiquark wave functions change the spin-O meson octet into
the spin-l meson octet.
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MESONS

Mass

K(495}

q (549)

7r (139)

K(495)

K*(892)

u (783)

P (770)

K ● (892)

Strong
Isospin

1/2

o
1

1/2

1/2

o
1

1/2

Spin-O Octet

KO(dF) K+(uT)

K-(sg)

1 1/2 o 1/2 1

13

Spin-1 Oclet

l(*O(dE) K*+bX)

(3
.

●ut
P-(dG) ‘P 0 P+

(u&d~)/fi ‘Us)

–1 –1/2 o 1/2 1

13

Quarks

Electric
Name Symbol Charge Y

up u 2/3 1/3

Down d –1/3 1/3

Strange s –1 /3 –2/3
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Y
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–1

grangian of ~he strong in[eraclion to rota-

tions among [hese three objec~s. This global

symmetry is exact only if the u. d. and .!

quarks have iden[ical masses. which Impltes

[hat the particle sta[m populating a gl\ cn

SU(3) mul{lpict also have the same mass.

Slncc this is ccrlainly not the case. SU(3) IS a

broken global symmet~. The domlnan[

breaking IS presumed to arise. as In the e~am-

plc of c. p. and r. from [he diffcrcnccs In ~hc

masses of the u. d. and.\ quarks. The origin ot’

lhesc quark masses is one of [he great un-

answered questions. It is cstabllsheci. how-

ever. that SU(3) symmetry among ihe u, d,

and.$ quarks is prcscrvcd by the strong inter-

action. Nowadays. one refers to this S(](3) as

a /lur{Jr symmetry. wl[h J{.d. and vrcpresen~-

Ing diflcrcnl quark flavors. This nomen -

cla[urc is to dis~lnguish it from anolhcr and

quilt dlffercnt S[J(3) s)mmclry pbssessed b!

quarks. a local symmetry thal IS assoclahxi

directly wllh Ihc slrong force and has becornc

known as [hc S( I(3) of c{d{w, The [hcon

resulting from Ihls s!mmcvr} IS callcci quan-

tum chronlod!narnlcs (Q{-[>). and WC now

turn our altcn[lon 10 a dtscusslon of I(S

propcrt]cs and structure.

The ~undamcntal slructure of quanlum

chrommlynarnlcs mlmlc’s Ihfit of quanlum

clcclrodynanllcs In lhal Il. too, IS a gauge

theory (Fig. 10). The role of clectnc charge IS

played b) three “colors” wi~h ~hlch each

quark L\ endowed-r”,’d. green. and tdUL-. The

[hrcc color \ arlcltcs {)1 c:wh quark hrm a

tnplct under Ihe S~l(3) local gauge s>m-

mct~. A local phase transformation of the

quark ticld is now considerably extended

since il can rotate the color and ihereby

change a red quark into a blue one. The local

gauge lransforma[lons of quantum elec-

trodynamics simply change the phase of an

clcclron. whereas [hc color tran. sformatlons

ot’ Q(’D artuall} change [hc par~wlc, (Nolc

[hisl these Iwo t! pm of phase transformation

arc Iotally Irrdcpcmdtml ofcach other. )

We explained earlier that the freedom to

change the local phase of the electron field

forces the introduction of [he photon field

(sometimes called {he gauge tield) to keep the

Lagranglan (and therefore the resulting phys-
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C“’’*7’‘U(’’w’ie’ds

its) invarlanl under these local phase

changes. This is the principle of local sym-

met~. .4 similar procedure applied to the

quark field induces the so-called chromo-

dynamic force. There are eight Independent

symmewy transformations that change the

color of a quark and these must be com-

pensated for by the introduction of cigh(

gauge fwlds. or spin-1 bosons (analogous 10

the single pholon of quantum elec-

trodynamics). Ex~ension of the local U(l)

gauge invariance of QED to more com-

plicated symmetries such as SU(2) and SU(3)

was Iirsl done by Yang and Mills in 1954.

These Iargcr symmetry groups involve so-

called non-4belian. or non-commuting alge-

bras (In which .(B # B.f). so it has become

customa~ to refer to this class of theories as

“non-4belian gauge theories. ” An alterna-

tive term is simply “Yang-Mills theories. ”

The eight gauge bosons of QCD are re-

ferred to by the bastardized term “gluon. -”

since they represent the glue that holds the

physical hadrons. such as the proton.

togelber. The interactions of gluons with

quarks are depicted in Fig. 10, Although

gluons are [he counterpart to photons in that

they have unit spin and are massless. they

possess one crucial property not shared by

photons: [hey themselves carry color. Thus

[hey not only mediate the color force but also

carry it: i[ is as if photons were charged. This

diffcrcncc (it is the difTcrcncc between an

Abelian and a non-.Abclian gauge theory) has

many profound physical consequences. For

example. because gluons carry color they can

(unlike photons) Interact with themselves

(see Fig. 10) and. in effect. weaken the force

of the color charge at shor[ distances. The

opposite effect occurs in quantum elec-

trodynamics: screening effects weaken [he

effecll~c clcc~ric charge at /on,q distances. (.4s

mcn~mned above. a virtual photon emanat-

ing from an electron can create a virtual

electron-positron pair. This polarization

screens. or effectively decreases. the elec-

tron’s charge. )

The weakening of color charge at short
distances goes by the name of a.sIwrpIo/Ic
.fkecdmn. 4symptoI]c freedom was first ob-

8 Massless
8 Gr~p f ds ~ JOUQa. 8 color

Generators ‘~ Gauge Fields~rgas ~
(the gluons)

Quark-Gluon

Interaction

gsJ~A;

b

‘lb (gP ); z (A; 1#2)~
Color
Changing J~ (q, + qb)
Quark a

9*
9;

Currents Colored Gluon Field

/

q,

Gluon Self-Interactions

r

3 Quark Colors

()

q,~ = q,

qb,w = %

q- = %

8 Colored Gluons

()
9’ 9: 9:

r

9r 9: gb
9 9

9; 9: 9:

Fig. 10. The SU(3) local color symmetry implies the existence of eight massless
gauge fields (the gluons) to compensate for the eight independent local transforma-
tions of the colored quark fields. The subscripts r, g, and b on the gluon and quark
fields correspond respectively to red, green, and blue color charges. The eight
gluons carry color and obey the non-A belian algebra of the SU(3) generators (see
Lecture Note 4). The interactions induced by the local SU(3) color symmet~
include a quark -gluon coupling as well as two types of gluon self-interactions (one
proportional to the couping g, and the other proportional to g;).
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Particle Physics and the Standard Model

QCD Ona Cray:
the masses of elementaryparticles

by Gerald Guralnik, Tony Warnock, and Charles Zemach

H
ow ears we extract answers from
QCD at energies below 1 GeV?

As noted in the text, the confine-
ment of quarks suggests that weak-coupling
perturbative methods are not going to be
successful at these energies. Nevertheless, if
QCD is a valid theory it must explain the
multiplicities, masses, and couplings of the
experimentally observed strongly interacting
particles. These would emerge from the the-
ory as bound states and resonances of quarks
and gluons. A valid theory must also account
for the apparent absence of isolated quark
states and might predict the existence and
properties of particles (such as glueballs) that
have not yet been seen.

The most promising nonperturbative for-
mulation of QCD exploits the Feynman path
integral. Physical quantities are expressed as
integrals of the quark and gluon fields over
the space-time continuum with the QCD

Lagrangian appearing in an exponential as a
kind of Gibbs weight factor. This is directly
analogous to the partition function formula-
tion of statistical machanics. The path inte-
gral prescription for strong interaction
dynamics becomes well defined mathe-
matically when the space-time continuum is
approximated by a discrete four-dimensional
lattice of finite size and the integrals are
evaluated by Monte Carlo sampling,

The original Monte Carlo ideas of Metrop-
olis and Ulam have now been applied to
QCD by many researchers. These efforts
have given credibility, but not confirmation,
to the hope that computer simulations might
indeed provide critical tests of QCD and
significant numerical results. With consider-
able patience (on the order of many months
of computer time) a VAX 11/780 can be used
10 study universes of about 3000 space-time
points. Such a universe is barely large enough
to contain a proton and not really adequate
for a quantitative calculation. Consequently,
with these methods, any result from a com-
puter of VAX power is, at best, only an
indication of what a well-done numerical

simulation might produce.

We believe that a successful computer
simulation must combine the following (1)
physical and mathematical ingenuity to
search out the best formulations of problems
still unsolved in principle; (2) sophisticated
numerical analysis and computer program-
ming, and (3) a computer with the speed,
memory, and input/output rate of the Cray
XMP with a solid-state disk (or better). We
have done calculations of particle masses on
a lattice of 55,296 space-time points using the
Cray XMP. Using new methods developed
with coworkers R. Gupta, J. Mandula, and

A. Patel, we are examining glueball masses,

renormalization group behavior, and the
behavior of the theory on much larger lat-
tices. The results to date support the belief
that QCD describes interactions of the
elementary particles and that these numeri-
cal methods are currently the most powerful
means for extracting the predictive content
of QCD.

The calculations, which have two input
parameters (the pion mass and the long-
range quark-quark force constant in units of
the lattice spacing), provide estimates of
many measurable quantities. The accompa-
nying table shows some of our results on
elementary particle masses and certain
meson coupling strengths. These results rep-
resent several hundred hours of Cray time.
The quoted relative errors derive from the
statistical analysis of the Monte Carlo calcu-
lation itself rather than from a comparison
with experimental data. Significantly more
computer time would significantly reduce
the errors in the calculated masses and coupl-
ings.

Our work would not have been possible
without the support of C Division and many
of its staff. We have received generous sup-
port from Cray Research and are particularly
indebted to Bill Dissly and George Spix for
contribution of their skills and their time. 9

Calculated and experimental values for the masses and coupling
strengths of some mesons and baryons.

Calculated Relative Experimental
Value Error Value

(MeV/c2) (v.) (MeY”/c’)

Masses

p meson
ExciIcd p
6 meson
..1I meson
Prolon

A baryon

Couplings

f,

fp

767 18 769
416 27 I 300’?
I54 15 983
413 17 1275
989 23 940
I99 17 1210

21
Is

93
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Scaling in Deep
Inelastic Scattering

I
n the early part of this century, Rutherford studied the structure of the atom by
scattering alpha particles from thin gold foils. The fact that some alpha particles
were scattered through unexpected y large angles ireplied that an atom must have

at its center a very massive, point-like, positively charged nucleus. “Scaling” is an

analogous phenomenon in the scattering of Ieptons from nucleons (neutrons and
protons). At very high momentum transfers (the relativistic analogue of large angles)
the scattering amplitude depends on kinematic variables only; it has no dependence on
the size of the nucleon, its mass, or an y other dynamical variable. This scaling behavior
implies that the scattering takes place from massive, point-like constituents inside the
nucleon. Originally these constituents were named partons by R. Feynman, but, by

deducing such properties as their electric charge, J. Bjorken and E. Paschos identified
them as objects similar to quarks, the fractionally charged particles proposed in-
dependently in 1964 by M. GelI-Mann and G. Zweig as the components of mesons and
baryons. Scaling thus joined hadron spectroscopy as a major piece of evidence for the
quark model.

The first “deep” elastic and inelastic scattering experiments were earned out in the
late 1960s at the two-mile-long electron Iinac of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
and involved momentum transfers up to a few GeV/c. _

served in deep inelastic scattering experi - Thc self-intm-action of [he gluons also ex-

ments (see “Scaling In Deep Inelastic Scal~er-

Ing”’). This phenomenon explains why

hadrons at high energies behave as if they

were made of almost free quarks even though

one knows tha! quarks musl be tightly bound

[ogether since [hey have never been ex-

perimentally observed in their free stale. Tbe

weakening of the force at high energies

means thal we can use perturbation [heory to

calcula[e hadronic processes at Ihcse

energies.
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plains the apparently permanent continc-

ment of quarks. At long distances i~ leads lo

such a prolifcra[ion of virtual gluons tha[ [he

color charge effectively grows without Iimlt.

forbidding Ihe propagation of u// colored

particles. Only bleached. or color-neutral.

states (such as baryons. which have equal

proportions of red. blue. and green. or

mesons which have equal proportions of red-

antircd. green-antlgrccn. and blue-an tibluc)

are Immune from this confinement. Thus all

ohservatr/c hadrons are necessarily colorless.

whereas quarks and gluons are permanently

confined. This is-tusl as well since gluons are

masslcss. and by analog) with the pholon.

uncontincd masslcss gluons should gli c nse

to a Iong-range. Coulomb-like. color force in

the s[rong interactions. Such a force ISclearly
aI variance with experiment! Even though

color IS confined. residual strong color forces

can slill “leak out” in the form of color-

neutral pions or other hadrons and be re-

sponsible for ~hc I-nnding of protons and

neutrons In nuclei (much as restdual elec-

tromagnc[lc forces hind atoms together 10

form molcculcs).

The succcss of QCD in explalntng short-

distancc bchavlor and IIS aeslhetic appeal as

a generalization of QED have given i~ i~s

place In the standard model Howe~cr. con-

fidence [n this [hco~ still awaits conlinclng

calculations ofphcnomcna al dlstancc scales

of 10”-1~ centimeter. where Ihe “StrOrlg”
nature of [he force becomes domlnan~ and

perturbation theory is no longer valld. ( Lal-

tlce gauge theory calculations of the hadronic

spectrum are becoming more and more re-

liable, See “QCD on a Cray: The Masses of

Elementary Particles.”)

The Weak Interaction

Many nuclcl arc known 10 be unslable and

to emtt sc~cral kin(is ofpar[[clcs when th~.>

decay: hls[ortcalty rhcsc parllclcs were czllcd

alpha particles. beta rays. and gamma rays.

These three are now associated with three

quite ditTcrcn[ modes of decay. An alpha

particle. itself a helium nucleus. IS ernl[ted

during the strong-interaction dcca> mode

known as fission. Large nuclei that are only

loosely bound by {he strong force (such as

uranium-2.3i3) can splil Into two slablc

pieces. onc of whlcb is an alpha parllclc. 4

gamma ray IS simply a photon wl[h ‘“high’”

energy (above a few MeV) and IS emltwd

during the decay of an excited nucleus. A

beta ray is an electron emitted when a neu-

tron in a nucleus decays into a pro~on. an

clcclron. and an clcc~ron an~lncutr[no (t? -p

+ c>-+ ~(.. sce Fig. I I), The proton remains In
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Particle Physics and the Standard Model

Positive Weak Currents J~eak

~+ .
week

>+>+>

n e u

(a)

P e–

J+ (nap)
weak

n

Fig. 11. (a) Components of the charge-raising weak current J ~,.~ are represented in
the figure by Feynman diagrams in which a neutron changes into a proton, an
electron into an electron neutrino, and a muon into a muon neutrino. The charge-
Iowering current J ..pakis represented by reversing, the arrows. (b) Beta decay
(shown in the figure) and other low-energy weak processes are well described by the
Fermi interaction J& X J .,ak. The jigure shows the Feynman diagram of the
Fermi interaction for beta decay.

the nucleus. and Ihc electron and tls an\l -

ncu[rino cscapc. This dcca) mode IS

charac[crl/cd as ucak hcuausc 1{ proctcds

much m[jrc slowl\ [ban mosl ~l~c.

lronl~igncll~ d~~~\\ \ (\l’c Tahk’ ! ). ()!hL-l-

bar> {>n\ n]ii> 2]l\[l Llnd(’rg{) h~l;] dL’Ci])

Bcm dcca~ rcmalncd \t’r) rn)s[crlous t’ora

long time because II seemed 10 vlr)la[c

energy-momentum conservation. The ~rec

neutron was nbservcci 10 dcca! In[o IWO

parliclcs. a pr(llon ami an clrc’iron, each w Ilh

a SpL’CIRInl of” L’nCf~lCS. WhCrC~S CnLTg)-

momcnturn conscriatlon dlc[alcs [hat each

should have a unlquc L’IX’r’g\, T() wl\c [his

dilemma. I’auli Intokcd lhc nculrlrm. a

masslcss. nculrat Iirmlon [hat parttcvpalrs

only in wctik Inlcrucllons.

The Fermi Theory. Brla dcca} is JUSI onc of

many manilcsta{lonsc~flhc weak intcrac~lnn.

13> the 1950s II U:IS known [h:ll all wcah

proccsscs could hc ct~nctwl> dcvmhcd In

t~.r[ll~ ~)t Iht> L’Llrr(’111-~LI~~L’l]t 11]1L-r.l L[loll ti!+t

prup(mcd In 19.34 h! lF’c>rnll.“rht ch:lrgc>d

wtak CUrrL.ill\ ,/ ~,.,ik and ,/ ~,..,~ ~hallgc lhc

cicclnc charge of’s Ii’rmlon h} onc LImI and

can bc rcprescnlcd h} (hc sum ot’ the Fc>n -

nlan dlagranls (It’ }lg. I Iii. [n {)1’LiC’rto dL’ -

scntw the nla\Inl:Il P: II II! \ IOI;III{)II. (lhdl IS

the nla~lmal rlgh[-lc’f’( as> nlnl~’lr> ) ohw’r\ L’d

In v.cah lnlc’rilcl]on<. Ihc L’hJr&’d weak cur-

rcnl Inuludc’\ (ml} 1~’t’t-hand~xiluInlI(m (icld~.

(These arc dL’fillL’d In Fig. I ? ilnd Lcclurc’

NOIL>8.)

Fermi’scurrcnt-currcn[ Intcrac[lon IS ~hcn

given by all the prm’csscs ln~]udd in [hc

producl ((; ~/ ~ >) (,J ~c.<ik X ./ ~,.dL} mhcrr

,/W,aL means all arrows In Fig, I la arc rc-

icrswi. This In[cract ton I\ In marked cwn-

Iras[ 10 quan[um clcctrod! nan IIcs In uhlch

Iwo currcmls In[cmlcl [hn~ugh Ihc c’\changc (~t

a \ !rlual pholon” (\Lsc };lg ]). In \$’Vh

proccsscs IW(I charge-changing currcn[s ap-

pear to In[cracl Iocall! (Ihol IS. al a slnglc

point) wl!houl Ihc help of’ such fin lnlcr-

nwdlar}. The. coupllngcorrs[an( for Ihls local

ln[crac[mn. dunolcd h! (;, and c:]llcd the

Fcrmt consl:lnl. IS nol dimt’nslonk.s~ Ilkc Ihc

coupllng paramclcr u In QE[>. hul has [hc

1.0S $1.$’$10S SCIEN(’E Sunlmcr/Fall 19X4 .t3



Left-Handed
Fermion Field I Creates

F

> 1+

%

Right-Handed
Fermion Field [

Creates

Right-Handed
Particle State

‘R

+-

+

Right-Handed
Antiparticle State

iiR

?

1+

*

Left-Handed
Antipar~cle State

‘L

Fig. 12. A Diracspinor J7eld can bedecomposed into left- left-handed jields contribute to the weak charged currents
and right-handed pieces. A left-handed field creates two shown in Fig. 11. The left- and right-handedness (or
types of particle states at ultrarelativistic energies—ub a chirality) of a field describes a Lorentz covarian t decom -
particle with spin opposite to the direction of motion, and ~w position of Dirac spinorfields.
an antiparticle with spin along the direction of motion. Only -

dlmcnsion ofrmass”: or energy ‘: In units of

cncrg}. [hc measured value of (;F 1~:equals

293 GcV. Thus [hc s~rcnglh of Ihc weak

proccsscs SL’CnlSto bc dctcrmlncd by a speci-

fic energy scale. But why’?

Predictions of the W boson, An explanation

emerges if we postulalc Ihc existence of an

intermediary for the weak Interactions. Re-

call from Fig. 3 [hal the exchanged. or vir-

Iual. pholons In QED basically correspond lo

the Coulomb potential a/r. whose Fourier

~ransform is a/q:, where q IS [he momentum

of [hc virtual photon. It is (emp[lng to sug-

gesl that the nearly zero range of the weak

intcracllon is only apparcnl in Ihat the IWO

charged currents inlcracl through a polen~ial

of the form a’[cxp(–.\lllr)]/r (a form orig-

inally proposed by Yukawa for the shorl-

44

range force bctwccn nuclcons), where a’ is

Ihc analoguc ofa and !hc mass lfIi is so large

tha( Ibis potcntlal has csscntlally no range,

The Fourwr transform of this potcntlal.

a’/(qJ + .lf~). sugges[s that. if this idea is

correct. Ihe interaction between the weak

currents is mediated by a “heavy photon” of

mass .Mt, Nowadays this particle is called

the W’ boson: its existence explains the short

range of!hc weak in~eractions.

No{lcc that al low energies. or. cqul-

valcntly, when ,lf~, >> qz. the Fourwr lrans-

form. or so-called propagator of the 14’

boson. reduces to a’/(.tf ii). and since this

factor multiplies Ihe (WO currcnls. it must be

proportional to Fermi’s constant. Thus the

cxistcncc of the W’ boson gives a nalural

Explanation ol’why (;F is nOt dimensionless.

NOW. since bo{h the weak and clectro-

magnclic Intcraclions lnvolvc clectrlc

charge, (hcsc two might bc rnanlfcstations of

the same basic force, If the} were. then a’

mlghl bc tbc same as a and (;F would be

proportional 10 a/,4f ~,. Thus the exis[ence of

a very massive M’ boson can explain not onl}

the shors range but also the weakness of weak

inlcraclions relative to eleclromagnellc ln -

tcractlons! This argument not only predicts

Ihe cxlstcnce of a }4’ boson bu( also yields a

rough cstlmalc ofl{s mass:

.~fw = ~ =25 GcVIL’.

This prediction ofa new particle was made in

the 1950s. when such energies were well

beyond reach of [he cxis~ing accelerators.

Argurnenls Ilkc Ihc onc above convinced

physlcis[s that a theoretical unification of

Summer/F’:111 I 9S4 [.0S .\l,,\\l(W $K’IE>CE
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Table 2

Multiples and quantum numbers in the SU(Z) X U(l) ekctrmveak thsmry.

Weak Weak Electric
Isotopic Hypercharge Charge Q

Chargef3 ‘- Y - (-13 +-VIY)

Quarks
uL

SU(2) Doublet
dL

UR

SU(2) Singlets
d~

Leptons

(v,.)~

SU(2) Doublet
eL

SU(2)Singlet eu

Gauge Bosons

w’+
SU(2) Triplet W“1

~p_

SU(2) Singlet B

Higgs Boson

v+
SU(2) Doublet

9°

%

o

0

%

—%

o

1

0
–1

o

% %

Y3 — Y3

4/3 Y3

— 2/3 — 1/3

–1 Q

–1 –i

–2 –1

o 1

0 0
0 -1

0 0

electromagnetic and weak interactions must

be possible. Several attempts were made in

the 1950s and 1960s. notably by Schwinger

and his student Glashow and by Ward and

Salam. to construct an “electroweak theory”

in terms ofa local gauge (Yang-Mills) theory

that generalizes QED. Ultimately. Weinberg

set forth the modern solution to giving

% 1 1

—% 1 0

masses to the weak bosons in 1967. although

it was not accepted as such until ‘t Hooft and

Veltman showed in 1971 that it constitu~ed a

consistent quantum field theory. The success

of the electroweak theory culminated in 1982

with the discovery at CERN of the W’ boson

at almost exactly [he prediced mass. Notice.

incidentally. that at sufficiently high

energies. where q: > .!~~, ~he weak ]ntcrac-

tion becomes comparable in streng(h to the

electromagnetic. Thus we see explicitly how

the apparent streng[h of Ihe Interaction de-

pends on the waveleng~h ofthe probe.

The SU(2) X 11(l) Electrrwveak Theory.

Slncc quanlum clccvrodynamlcs IS a gauge

theory based on local (1( 1) invanance. It IS

not too surprvslng Iha[ ~he theory unifying

the electromagnetic and weak forces IS also a

gauge theory. Construc(lon of such a theo~

required overcoming bo~h technical and phe-

nomenologlcal problems,

The tcchnlcal problcm conccrncd the l’acl

that an clcc(rowcak gauge Ihcory IS

necessarily a Yang-Mills theory (that IS. a

theory In which the gauge fields Interact with

each other): the gauge fields. namely the II’

bosons, must be charged to mediate the

charge-changing weak interactions and there-

fore by definition must interact wilh each

other electromagnetically through the

photon. Moreover. the local gauge s>mme~~

of the theory musl be broken because an

unbroken symmet~ would require all the

gauge parllclcs to be massless Iikc the pho[on

and [he gluons, whereas the M‘ boson musl

be massive. .4 major theoretical dlfflcul[>

was understanding how 10 break a Yang-

Mills gauge symmetry in a consistent wa>,

(The solutlon is prcscntcd twlow )

In addlllon [o Ihc tcchnlcal Issue. there

was the phenomcnological problem otchoos-

ing the correct local symmet~ group, The

most natural choice was S1J(2) because the

low-lying states (that Is. (he observed quarks

and Ieptons) seemed to form doublets under

the weak interaction. For example. a H“-

changes VCinto e. VYinto y. or u into d(where

all are left-handed fields). and the 11”+ effecls

the reverse opcratmn. Moreover. the three

gauge bosons required to compensate for the

three independent phase rotations ofa local

SU(2) symmctr> could hc Idcn[ilicd with the
~.+, the 11’ “. and the photon. l_ln-

foflunatcly. this simplistic scenario does no~

work: it gives the wrong electric charge as-

signments for the quarks and Icpmns In the

SU(2) doublets. Spcclfically. elcctnc charge
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Q would be equal lo the SU(2) charge /,. and

the values of/1 for a doublet are +[h. This is

clearly the wrong charge. In addilion. SU(2)

would nol dls~ingulsh the charges ofa quark

doublel (:A and –’1,) from those of a Icpton

doublet (Oand –1 ).

To gel the corrccl charge assignments. we

can ellher put quarks and Ieptons inlo S[J(2)

tnplels (or larger multiple(s) Instead of

doublets. or we can enlarge the local sym-

me~~ group. The first possiblltty requires

Ihe trrtroduction of new heavy fermions 10

fill [he multiples. The second possibility

requires the Introduction ofa~ Icasl onc new

( I{ I )s~mmclr> (let’stall lt weak hypcrchargc

}’). which ylclds the corrccl clcctnc charge

asslgnmcnls If wc dciirw

This is exactly Ihe possibility ihat has been

confirmed cxperimentall), Indeed. the elec-

troweak theory of Glashow. Salam, and

Weinberg IS a local gauge theory with the

symmet~group S[J(2) X (J(l ), Table 2 gives

Ihe quark and Iep[on multlple~s and Iheir

associated quantum numbers under SU(2) X

[J( I ). and Fig. 13 displays the Intcrac(ions

defined b} this local symmelr}. There IS one

coupllngassoclaled wl[h each factor of SU(2)

X (J( I ). acoupllng,q for S(J(2) and a coupling

,< ’/2 for U(I).

The addi[lon of [hc local [J( I ) symrnctry

tn~rrrduccs a new uncharged gauge particle

Inlo Ihc theory that gtves nsc 10 the so-called

neutral-current Intcraclions, This ncw [ypc

of weak interaction. which allows a nculrlno

[o Interacl with mailer wilhout changing i~s

iden~lt>. had not been observed when the

neutral weak boson was first proposed in

196( b> Glashow, Not until 1973. af{cr all

the lechnical problems wilh the S(J(2) X

(J( I ) Iheory had been worked out, were these

Interac[tons observed In dala taken al CERN

in 1969 (scc Fig, 14),

The physical par~iclc tha[ mcdiaws Ihc

weak tn~cracllon hctwccn neutral currents IS

the masslvc Z(l. The clectromagnctlc lntcrac-

Ilon bclwccn ncu~ral currents is mcdialcd by

Ihc famlllar masslcss photon. These IWO

SU(2) x U(1) Local

~urrentsJ~{~~f~~geFie’d~Mas,e~

3 Group
Generators ~d3x J:_,3=l+,_t3

\ 23(’’’”)
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Particle Physics and the Standard Model

Symmetry of E Iectroweak Interactions

U(I) Interaction

Fig. 13. The unbroken SU(2) X U(1) local symmetry oIfthe ek?ctroweak theory
has associated with it gauge fietds, cuwents, aud interactions analogous to
those of QED and QCD (see Figs. 5 and 8). Thejlgure s#ows the lowest order
interactions between the fermion fields and the gasqge fields. The SW(2)
interaction involves left-handed quark and &ton fiihib oaiy. The ~Jntke U{l)
interaction stands for both lefi- and n“ght-handed fermwn fields with charge
Yf. (Yr di~ers for the left- and right-handed components.) Although the gauge
j7elds are self-interacting as in the case of QCD, the SU(2) X U(l) symmetry
is broken and the gauge fields are massive so that their self-interactions
contribute only very small corrections to the lowest order diagrams and are not
shown.

physical partlclcs arc diflkrcn[ from Ihc IWO

neutral gauge par~lclcs (/land [1 1)assoclalcd

w[th [he unbroken S[)(2) X [1( 1) symmc~r)

shown In Fig. 13. In fac[. the pho[orr and [hc

Z“ arc Ilncar comhlnallons of [hc ncwtral

gauge particles 1[”1and B

,1 = /) cos E)w+ LI1 stn &

and

zo=~si.&,-W”,cOS(j~,

Thcmixlng of S(l(2) and L)(l) gauge parll-

cles Ioglvc tbc physical parliclcs IS onc resull

of the fact [hat [hc S(1(?) X (1( I ) symmctr>

must bc a broken s>mmc[r}.

Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking, The as[u~c

reader ma} WCII bc wondcnng how a Iota!

gauge lhcor>. which In QE~> rcqulrcd [hc

photon 10 be massless. can allo~ [he

mcdlalor of the weak In[eracllons lo bt

masslvc. cspcciall> slncc the Iwo forces arc 10

bc unllicd. The solu[)on lo lbls paradox IICS

Inthecurlousv. a} lnwhlch[hc S[l(2)X (“(1)

symmclr) IS brolwn.

A$ Nambu dcwmbcd so WL.11.[his tweahlng

IS \rr> much analogous to the s>mmc.lr!

hrcaklng that occurs In a superconductor, A

superconductor has a local (1( I ) s>nlmc[r>.

namely. clec(romagnctlsm. Tbc ground s{atc.

howc~cr. is not Inkarlanl un(icr this s}m-

mc(ry slncc I{ IS an ordered stale of tx~und

clcc{ron-clcclron pairs (the so-call~.d (’oopcr

pairs) and lhc’rc!orc has a nonzcro clcctnc

charge dls[nhullon. AS a rcsull of[hls as>nl -

mclry. photons Insldc the supcrconduc[or

acqulrc an effective mass. which is rcsponsl -

blc for \hc Mcissncr cflcc[, (,A magnc~lc Iicld

cannot pcnc[ralc Into a superconductor: a!

Ihc surface i[ dccrcases cxponenltall> at a

ra(c proportional 10 lhc cffccII\ c maw of tbc

photon. )

In the weak Inlcrac[tons ~hc \>n~nlc[r> I.

also assumed 10 hc broken b! an as}mmclr>

of ~hc ground stair. which In lht\ casr IS the

“vacuum. ” The as}mmc~r> is duc to an or-

dered s[atc ofclectricaily ncu[ral bosons tha~

carry tbc weak charge. the so-called Higgs

bosons. They break [he S~l(2) X 11( 1) s>m -

[.OS .-4[...$>10S S(’l E\CE Sunlnlcr/F”all 19X4
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me[ry 10 give Ihe [J( I ) of electromagnetism

In such a way that [he H’x and lhe Z(l obtain

masses and the pho~on remains massless. As

a result [he charges /1 and Y associa~ed wi~h

S(1(2) X [ 1(I ) arc not conserved in weak

processes bccausc [he vacuum can absorb

these quantum numbers. The cleclric charge

Q associated wi~h [1(l) of clectromagne[lsm

remains conscr~cd.

The asymmet~ of Ihc ground state IS fre-

quen~l> referred to as spontaneous symmetry

brmklng: II does no[ deslroy the symmclry of

[hc Lagrangiarr bu[ destroys only lhc sym-

mrtr) ofthc $tatcs. This s!mmct~ breaking

mcchanlsm UIIOWS Ihc clcclrowcak L.a-

grangian [o rcmaln Invarlan[ under [hc local

symmetry lransformailons whtlc lhc gauge

particles become masslvc (SCCLecture Noms

3.6. and 8 for delails).

[n the spontaneously broken theory the

elec~romagnctlc coupling c IS given by the

expression r = ,qsin 13w.where

Thus. c and %. arc an alterna{ivc way of

expressing [he couplings v and ,<. and just as

[> is no~ determined In QED. the equally

Imponanl mlxinganglefk IS not determined

by \he clcctroweak theory. It Is. however,

measured In lhc nculral-current Intcracllons.

The experimental value is sin: OV.= 0.224 ~

0.015. The thcor} prcdlcls thal

.11,, /,il/ = Cos Elw

These rclallons (which are changed only

slightly by small quantum corrections) and

the cxpcnmental ~aluc for the weak angle OW

prcdicl masses for the }!” and Z’) thal are in

\cr) good agrccmcnt with the 1983 observa-

ttonsof[he li’~ and Z[)at CERN.

In the clcc[rowcak theory quarks and lep-

lons also obtain mass by in[cractlng with the

ordered vacuum slam. However. the values

of Ihelr masses are not predic[cd by the
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Detection of Neutral Weak Currents

Feynman Bubble Chamber
Diagram Signature

Incoming
Particle

v
#

v
u

Weak
Neutral
Current

Interaction

H

P P

Proton Detected
Target Particle

Incoming Detected
Particle Particle

/
- Isolated

Proton
Track

v
P

u+

Weak \

Charged
Current

Interaction

Isolated
p+ Track

P- n
Proton
Target

Fig. 14. Neutral-current interactions were jlrst identified in 1973 in photographs
taken with the CERN Gargamelle bubble chamber. The figure illustrates the
difference bet ween neutral-current and charged-current interactions and shows the
bubble-chamber signature of each. The bubble tracks are created by charged
particles moving through superheated liquid freon. The incoming antineutrinos
interact with protons in the liquid. A neutral-current interaction leaves no track
from a Iepton, only a track from the positivley charged proton and perhaps some
tracks from pions. A charged-current interaction leaves a track from a positively
charged muon only.
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Particle Physics and rhe Standard Model

N
onconservation of parity was first proposed by C. N. Yang
and T. D. Lee in 1956 as a solution to the so-calkd Al
puzzle the decay products of the% mesmt (three z mesons)

differed in parity from the deay products & the 6 mswn (two n
mesons), yet in all other respects the two mesons fsiow known as Kt
and Kf/) appeared identical. Yang and Lee’s heretical suggestion was
proved correct only months later by the cobalt-60 experiment of C. S.
Wu and E. Ambler. This experiment, which revealed a decided
asymmetry in the direction of emission of beta particles f- spiss-

According to the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory unifying elec-
tromagnetic and weak interactions, parity violation should be a
feature atso of ae@m&cwmest&weak interactions but at a low level

bt%uttw $_sfo@ts$@atkgdectmmagsx%icinteractions. In 1978 a group
6f WVW,-W km$ed by C F%ZSCSTMobserved a parity viola-
tion of almost exactly the predicted magnitude in a beautifully
executed experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The
experiment clearly revealed a small difference (of order 1 part in
10,Otl@lsww@rmthe cross sections for scattering of right- and left-

aligned cobalt-60 nuclei, established parity violation as a feature of handed Iongitudhally polarized eiectrons by deuterons or protons.
chargedament weak interactions and thus of the 7 and 0 decays.

2X1 O-4

Io
*2W-Zx,o-dEE>2

–4X1O–4

‘6x10-4

I

between the scattering cross sectiome fur r&- @ad 2s$- Z&M+,Rqtwt k%. h CM&w, 1978.) - -



[heo~ buI arc proportional to arbitrary

parameters rcla[ed 10 Ihc s~rength of !he

coupling of the quarks and Ieptons 10 the

Higgs boson.

The Higgs Boson. In the simplest version of

[he spontaneously broken elcctroweak

model. the Higgs boson is a complex S1](2)

doublcl cons] s[lrrg of four real Iiclds (see

Table 2). Thcxc four fields arc needed 10

transform masslessgaugc fields inlo massive

ones. A masslcss gauge bosnn such as the

photon has only Iwo rmhogonal spin compo-

nents (both [ransversc 10 the dlrcctlon of

mo[lon). whereas a masslvc gauge tmson has

(hrce ([wn Irans$ersc and rrnc longitudinal.

Iha( IS. In the dlrcclion 01’ molmn). In the

clectrwwcak lhcory Ihc Ii’+. the ~1” . and the

/(( absorb three ofthc four real Higgs fields

[o form their Ionglludlna! spin components

and ]n so doing bccomc massive. In more

picturesque Ianguagc. Ibc gauge bosons “eai”

the HIggs hoson and bccomc massive from

~hc fcasl. The remaln]ng neulral Higgs field

IS no! used up In [his magic Iransformat[on

from mas$lcss [o mawi~c gauge bosons and

Ihcrcforc should he observable as a particle

In IIS own right. (In forlunalcly. IIS mass IS

nol li~cd by [hc lhcor~. However, II can

deca} Inloquarks and Icplons wilh a definite

s]gnaturc. It is ccrlalnl: a ncccssar> compo-

ncnl {d’ Ihr thr{)r) and IS prcwsnll) being

looked Ior In high-cncrg> cxpcrlmcnls a(

(’ERN, [Isahscncc lsacruclal mlsslngllnk in

the ccmfirma[lon of[hc s[andard model.

Open Prnhiems. Our rcvlcw of [hc standard

model wnuld no[ be complete wllhou[ nlcn -

Ilon of v)rnc queslions Ihal it Ica\cs un-

an$wcrcd. Wc cil$cu~scd abo\e hnw Ihc tbrcc

ch:lrgcd lcplon~ (c, M. and ~) may form a

tnplc[ under some broken symmctr>. This is

onl} part of[hcs[or>, There arc. in fact. [hrcc

quark-lcpton famlllcs (Table 3). and Ihcsc

[hrcc famllles may form a trvplc[ under such

a broken symmetry. (There IS a mlsslng state

tn !hls plc[urc: conclusive cvidcncc for the

Inp quark I has ycI to hc prcscntcd. The

holtorn quark /1 has hccn ohscrvcd In

~,”c annih]latlon cxpcnmcnts at SLAC and

50
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n January 1983 two groups announced the results of separate searches at the CERN
proton-antiproton collider for the W- and W + vector bosons of the electroweak
model. One group, headed by C. Rubbia and A. Astbury, reported definite

identification, from among about a billion proton-antiproton collisions, of four W-
deeays and one W+ decay. The mass reported by this group(81 & 5 GeV/c2) agrees well
with that predicted by the electroweak model (82 * 2.4 GeV/c2). The other group,
headed by P. Darnulat and using a different detector, reported identification of four
possible W* decays, again from among a billion events. The charged vector bosons
were produced by annihilation of a quark inside a proton (uud) with an antiquark
inside an antiproton (@:

d+i-W-

and

U+a-+ w+,

Since these reactions have a threshold energy equal to the mass of the charged bosons.
the collidirtg proton and arttiproton beams were each accelerated to about 270 GeV to
provide the quarks with an average center-of-mass energy slightly above the threshold
energy. (Only one-half of the energy of a proton or antiproton is carried by its three
quark constituents; the other half is earned by the gluons.) Rubbia’s group dis-
tinguished the two-body decay of the bosons (into a charged and neutral lepton pair
such as e ‘v,) by two methods: selection of events in which the charged Iepton
possessed a large momentum transverse to the axis of the colliding beams. and
selection of events in which a large amount of energy appeared to be missing,
presumably carried off by the (undetected) neutnno. Both methods converged on the
same events.

By mid 1983 each of the two groups had succeeded also in finding ZO, the neutral
vector boson of the electroweak model. They reported slightly different mass values
(96.5 k 1.5 and 91.2 k 1.7 GeV/c2), both in agreement with the predicted value of 94.0
~ 2.5 GeV/c2. For ZO the production and decay processes are given by

t4+fi(ord+ @+ Z0--e-+e+(or~-+ y+).

In addition, both grotqxs reported an asymmetry in the angular distribution of
charged leplons from the many more decays of W- and W+ that had been seen
since their discovery. This parity violation confirmed that the particles observed
are truly electroweak vector bosons. 9
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Particle Physics and the Standard Model

Table 3

The three families of quarks and lepttms and their masses. T& s@bwripta II and L denote right- and left-handed
particles as defined in Fig. 12.

QuarkMaas Quarks Leptons LeptonMass
(MeV/c2) (MeV/c2)

5 up uL
8 down dL

1270 charm CL
175 stt%?tnge ~L

45000 (?)
4250

First Family

(v,~ electron neutrino o
z R * electron 0.511

Second Fami@

cu @@jL tmtsun ssmtrim o
s~ ~L PR rnuot’t 105.7

Thhd Faidy

Cornell. ) The standard model says nothing

about why three identical families of quarks

and lep~ons should exist. nor does it give any

due aboul the hierarchical pattern of their

masses (the ~ family is heavier Ihan the v

family. which is heavier than lhe e family).

This hierarchy is bolh puzzling and intri-

guing. Perhaps there are even more un-

discovered families connected to the broken

family symmetry. The symmetry could be

global or local. and either case would predict

new, weaker interactions among quarks and

Ieptons.

Table 3 brings up two other open ques-

ttons. Firs~. WC have lis~cd [he neutrinos as

being masslcss. Experimentally. however.

!hereex[sl only upper limlts on Ihclr possible

masses. The mosl rcstric[lve Ilmi[ comes

from cosmology. wh[ch requires ~he sum of

neuinno masses 10 be less then IO(I eV. It IS

known from astrophysical obscrvaltons thai

most of the energy In the unlvcrse is In a

(Vtk tauneutislo o
TL @ @tt 1784

form tha[ dots noi radia{c clcc -

lrornagnelically. If neutrinos have mass. they

could. in fact. bc the domtnant form of

energy in [hc universe today.

Second. we have listed u and d, c and ,s.

and / and b as doublets under weak SU(2).

This is. however, only approximately true.

As a result of the broken family symmetry,

states with the same electric charge (the d. .s.

and b quarks or the u. c, and [ quarks) can

mix, and the weak doublets that couple to the

W’* bosons are aclually given by u and d’,

c and s’, and t and b’. A 3 X 3 unitary matrix

known as the Kobayashi-Maskawa (K-M)

matrix rotates the mass eigenstates (states of

definite mass) d, s. and b into the weak

doublei states d’. s’, and h’, The K-M matrix

is conventionally writien in terms of three

mixing angles and an arbitrary phase. The

largest mixing is be[wcen the dand s quarks

and is characterized by the Cabibbo angle

8{. (see Lecture Note 9). which is named for

ihe man who studied strangeness-cbanglng

weak decays such as Z() - p + e- + ;,<.. The

observed value of sln & is about 0.22. The

other mixlngangles are all at least an order of

magnl[ude smaller, The struc[ure of the K-M

matrix. like the masses of the quarks and

Ieplons, is a complele mystery.

Conclusions

Although many mysteries remain. the

standard model represents an intriguing and

compelling therrrelical framework for our

presen[-day knowledge of the clementan

particles. Its great virtue is that all of ~he

known forces can be descr[bcd as local gauge

theories in which the interactions are gener-

ated from [he single unifyng prtnclpie of

local gauge invariance. The fact that in quan-

tum field theory interactions can drastically

change their character with scale IS crucial to
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I
n 1974 two experimental groups pursuing completely different

Ilnes of research at different laboratories simultaneously dis-

covered the same particle. (In deference to the different names

adopted by the two groups, the particle is now referred to as J/v. ) At

SPE.AF!. the electron-positron storage ring at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center, a group led by B. Richter was investigating, as a

function of incident energy, the process ofelectron-positron annihila-

tion to hadrons. They found an enormous and very narrow resonance

at a collision energy of about 3. I GeV and attributed it to the

format]on ofa new particle ~. Meanwhile, at the Brookhaven AGS, a

group led by S. Ting was investigating essentially the inverse process,

the formation ofelectron-positron pairs in collisions of protons with
nucleons. They determined the number of pair-producing events as a

function of the mass of the parent particle (as deduced from the

energy and angular separation of each electron-positron pair) and

found a very large, well-defined increase at a mass of about

3.1 GeV/c2, This resonance also was attributed to the formation of a
new particle ./.

The surprisingly long I]fetime of J/~, as indicated by the narrow-

ness of the resonance, implled that its decay to lighter badrons (all,

according to the original quark model, composed of the up, down,

and strange quarks) was somehow inhibited. This inhibition was

given two possible lnterpretatlons: J/yI was perhaps a form of matter

exhibiting a net “color” (a quantum property of quarks), or it was

perhaps a meson containing the postulated charmed and anti-

charmed quarks. The IaIIer interpretation was soon adopted, and in

3.10 3.12 3.14

Center-of-Mass Energy (GeV)

Graph of the evidence for formation of J/v in electron-
positron annihilations at SPEAR. (Adapted. from SLAC
Beam Line, Volume 7, Number 11, November 1976.)

those terms the production of J/v in the two experiments can be

written

I?+i–e- *c+?.

For further elucidation of the J/i+Isystem, electron-positron annihila-

tion proved more fruitful than the hadronic production process.
This discovery ofa fourth quark (which had been postulated by S.

Glashow and J, Bjorken in 1964 to achieve a symmetry between the

number of quarks and the known number of Ieptons and again by

Glashow, J, Iliopoulos, and L. Maiani In 1970 to reconcile the weak-
interaction selection rules and the electroweak mode]) convinced

theorists that renormalizable gauge field theories. in conjunction
with spontaneous symmetry breaking. were the right tool for under-

standing the fundamental interactions of nature. ■

The group from M.I. T. and Brookhaven that discovered J/1+1

in proton-nucleon collisions at the A GS, together with a
graph of their evidence. (Photo courtesy of the Nie[s Bohr
Library of the American Institute of Physics and
Brookhaven National Laboratory.)
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T
I

n 1977a group led by L. Lderrnan provided evidence for a fitlh, or bottom, quark

with the discovery of T’,a long-lived particle three times more massive titan J/yL In
an experiment similar to that of Ting msl coworkers and performed at the

Fermi lab proton accelerator, the group determined the rwrnber of events giving rise to
muon-antimuon pairs as a function of the mass of the parent panicle and found a sharp
increase at about 9.5 GeV/c2. Like the J~v system, the T system has been elucidated in
detail from experiments involving electrort-positron collisions rather than proton
collisions, in this case at Cornell’s electron storage ring, CESR.

The existence of the bottom quark, and ofa sixth, or top, quark, was expeeted on the
basis of the discovery of the tau Iepton at SPEAR in 1975 and Glashow and Bjorken’s
1964 argument of quark-lepton symmetry. Recent results from high-energy proton-
anti proton collision experiments at CERN have been interpreted as possible. evidence
for the top quark with a mass somewhere between 30 and 50 GeV/c2. Z

this approach. The essence of ~he standard QI and v(, were rciatcd 10 [he veloclty of Ilght

model IS to put the physics of~hc apparently

separate strong. weak. and electromagnetic

interactions [n the single language of local

gauge field theories. much as Maxwell put

Ihe apparently separate physics of

C’oulomb’s. .Ampcrc’s. and Farada}’s laws

into [hc singic Ianguagc ofclassical field thc-

Ory.

II IS ver} [empting 10 spccula[c (hat. be-

cause of \hc chamclcon-llkc bchavim of

quantum field theory. all Ihc inwrac[lons are

simply manifcstaiions of a !ing/c field the-

OV. Just as [hc “undetermined parameters’”

through Maxwell’s unification of electricity

and magnetism. so the undetermined

parameters of the standard model (such as

quark and Iepton masses and mixing angles)

might bc fixed by embedding the standard

model in some grand unified thcon.

.4 grca[ deal of cflorl has been focused on

this qumtlon durtng [he pasI fcu years. and

some of the problcm~ and suuccsscs arc dls-

cusscd In “Toward a Llnilicd Theory’” and

“’Supersymmctry a[ 100 CicV. ” Although

hints ofa solutton have emerged. it is fair to

say that wc are still a long way from for-

mulatlngan ultlrnatc synlhcsls of all ph!sul

laws, Perhaps one of the reasons for [his IS

that the role ofgra~ilaticm still remains nl!s-

terious, This weakest of all ~hc forcm.. whose

cffccIs are so dramatic In the macroscopic

world. may well hold [he ke! 10 a trul} deep

understanding of the physical world, Man!

particle physicists are therefore turning ~hclr

attcntlon 10 lhc Einstcin}an YICW In which

gcomctr) bm-omcs (hc language ot’ c\-

prcssumr, This has Icd 10 man! wmrd and

wonderful spccula~ions concmmlng hlghc~r

dlrncnslons. complrl manifolds. and ~J[h(’r

arcane subjects.

An altcrnallve approach 10 ~hcsc qucs[loos

has been [o peel yet anolhcr skin ofT the

onion and suggest that Ihc quarks and lcp-

Ions arc thcmscives composite obJecIs made

of sIit] more C]crncnlar) objccls calh’d

prcons. +t’tcr all. !hc proll(cratlon ot’ quarhs,

Icp[on%. gauge hosons. and HIggs parllcl~.~ IS

hcglnnlng 10 rcwmblc ~hu sltuatlon tn (hc

early 1960s when the proliltiratlon ot’ Ihc

observed hadronlc sta[es made wa> for Ihc

inlroduc(lon of quarks. Ma!bc introducing

preens can acccrun~ for the m>swr? of fla~or:

c. p. and r. for example. may slmpl> be

bound states of such ohjccts.

Regardless ofwhcihcr Ihc ultinlak> un~icr-

s~anding ot’ Ihe siructurc of mallcr. should

there bc orrc, Iics In the realm ot’ prcons.

some slnglc prlmltlie group. hl,ghcr

dlnlcnslons. or whistc, cr. [hc standard

model rcprmcn[s Ihc firsl greal step In Ihal

dircc[lon, The s[tua~lon appears npe (or

some kind of grand unitlcatton, VJhcrc arc

you. Maxwell? ■

Further Reading
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